SOLUTIONS FOR PreK– 2

HANDS-ON LEARNING

AT-HOME &
IN-SCHOOL
engaging, experiential
learning can happen
anywhere

individual
student kits

for math, art, science,
SEL & more. Ensure
student readiness with
lesson-aligned, take-home
kits. See page 3 for more.

1.800.558.9595

NascoEducation.com

Expand your
STEM footprint

FREE
15-DAY
TRIAL!

CALL FOR
DEMO

see pg. 10

STEM-BASED CURRICULUM KEEPS
STUDENTS ENGAGED AND CURIOUS
You know that math is the foundational
language for any technology career — and
that technology careers project strong
growth. STEM opportunities help your
students discover new pathways to fulfilling
and rewarding careers.

GREAT FOR IN-CLASS OR
AT-HOME LEARNING

PREPARE FOR DISTANCE OR
BLENDED LEARNING AT

NASCOEDUCATE.COM

This cross-subject curriculum allows teachers
to get more value with each lesson. Plus,
it allows you to move easily from in-class
teaching to distance learning, since classrooms
assignments are managed online ... but the
associated activities have both online and
hands-on components.
Get your students started on an exciting
and lucrative career path with STEM-based
curriculum. Call 1.800.558.9595 ext. 5614
to set up a demo today.

BUY AN
ITEM BELOW
E
AND GET TH
PLATFORM

The new NascoEducate.com Distance Learning Platform allows you to
move from in-class learning to at-home learning with ease. Classroom
management tools, live and recorded professional development for
teachers, interactive lesson plans ... there’s so much value for every school.

HERE’S WHAT A 1-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES:
• 150+ lesson plans for K–12 Art, STEAM, FCS, PE, SEL/Health and AFNR
• Professional development library with 35+ recorded PD and training webinars to support the lesson plans, discuss school funding options, and more
• 10+ live PD and training webinars monthly
• Learning management capabilities so you can create classes, assign student work, manage classes in school, from home, or both
• Curated recommendations for hands-on materials aligned to the lesson
plans, and online instructional support for students and parents (materials
themselves are additional costs)
NZ10473B501 — $2,500.00 per school

Visit NascoEducate.com to get a free 15-day trial
— OR —
Call 1.800.558.9595 ext. 5614 and ask for a guided tour

ORDERING
CUSTOMER 1.800.558.9595
INFORMATION
CARE Monday – Friday 7 a.m. – 6 p.m. CST

We value you and are here to help find
the solutions you need.
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FREE!

STEM:IT Available in K–5 or 5–8 editions,
a 1-year subscription to this curriculum
includes 30+ STEM:IT challenges, 25+ coding
lessons, 40 3D print projects and more.
NZ10386B501 Elementary School — $2,000.00
NZ10383B501 Middle School — $2,000.00

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT KITS
Right now, you have to be prepared for any learning
environment — in-class or at-home. When each student
gets their own supplies, you are ready for anything and
they have an easily transportable solution should plans
or locations change. See all at nascoeducation.com/student-kits

GAME:IT Gives grade K–5 or 6–8 students a first look
at computer science. Courses utilize user-friendly dragand-drop coding.
NZ10469B501 Elementary School — $1,000.00
NZ10387B501 Middle School — $2,000.00

new!

STEM:IT ADD-ON KITS

ROBOT:IT Also available in K–5 or 5–8 editions, a 1-year
subscription includes 10 robotics lessons, 6 MeeperBOT 2.0, and
6 Meeper circuit controls, plus brick and circuit project packs.

ONLINE AFNR ELEMENTARY
DIGITAL MAKERSPACE COURSE

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

NZ10382B501 Elementary School — $3,500.00
NZ10402B501 Middle School — $3,500.00
STEM:IT + ROBOT:IT BUNDLE Combines the two great
curriculums for one lower price. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
NZ10381B501 Elementary School — $5,000.00
NZ10400B501 Middle School — $5,000.00

ONLINE NascoEducation.com
EMAIL orders@NascoEducation.com
FAX 1.800.372.1236

ADDRESS

901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

NASCO PRICE CHANGE POLICY Due to unforeseen cost increases or operational changes, we reserve the right to change published catalog prices or our
shipping policy without notice. Refer to our website for the most current pricing. Some products may be excluded from further discount. Please contact us for a quote.

Unplugged STEAM Activity
Supplies Kit

Meeperbot 12-Pack

TB27625B501 — $325.50

Meeper Circuit Kit 12-Pack

• CHOKING HAZARD (1, 2). Not for under 3 yrs.

3-D Printer Kit

NZ10415B501 — $1,200.00

•CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

NZ10327B501 — $689.95

•CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Z51904B501 — $1,300.00

Gr. K–5 Get 40 hours of standards-aligned, hands-on
lessons that focus on solving problems using STEM skills on
the NascoEducate.com platform. With both plugged and
unplugged activities, students explore where food comes from,
examine pollinators, discuss water conservation, and more.
NZ10432B501 1-Year Subscription — $500.00

Choking Hazard Label Information
CHOKING HAZARD (1) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Small Parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (2) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Children under 8 yrs. can choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken
balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from
children. Discard broken balloons at once.

CHOKING HAZARD (3) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (4) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
CHOKING HAZARD (6) • WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD —
Toy contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

© 2020 by Nasco. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited.

Certified in a program of toxicological evaluation by a medical
expert to contain no materials in sufficient quantities to be toxic or
injurious to humans or to cause acute or chronic health problems.

This icon indicates that
additional freight charges may
apply. Call Customer Care for
more information.
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THE LITERACY PROGRAM THAT
WORKS FOR EVERY CHILD
READ:IT Literacy Curriculum

SCIENCE LEARNING IN
EARLY CHILDHOOD
The goals are to explore, build concepts, and build
vocabulary to communicate these concepts. The emphasis
is on trial and error rather than the “right answers.” Teachers
help students ask questions and discover for themselves.

Interactive games and short
movies are used to help
students apply each skill.

Students develop:
• A rich knowledge base of the everyday world
• High-level vocabulary
• Sophisticated communication skills
• An understanding of the cycle of scientific investigation
• Critical early literacy skills
ScienceStart!

READ:IT Literacy Curriculum

Covers all five components of reading instruction: phonic
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
Available for grades K–5, it offers flexibility for in-class and remote
learning environments. Perhaps most importantly for the upcoming
school year, it also offers an in-line assessment tool to help you
mitigate the learning loss due to COVID-19 pandemic and the
changes it caused to the spring semester last school year. READ:IT
gives you the tools to determine each child’s ability within the gradeappropriate content and then allows you to customize or adjust the
lessons to fit each child’s need.
NZ10474B501 Gr. K, 1-Year Classroom Subscription — $1,999.00
NZ10475B501 Gr. 1, 1-Year Classroom Subscription — $1,999.00
NZ10476B501 Gr. 2, 1-Year Classroom Subscription — $1,999.00
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Why READ:IT?
• Fully digital curriculum that’s easy to deploy for teachers
• Highly engaging, multi-sensory lessons keep students involved and having fun
• Uses an RTI (Response To Intervention) model, so that within each grade-level specific
course (K–5), there are three tiers to meet the abilities of all readers in the class
• Built-in assessment to place students in an initial tier, then periodically make sure daily
lessons support students where they are
• Works extremely well with ELL learners
• Aligns to reading and spelling Common Core standards
• Includes 6 hours of teacher training prior to implementation
• Includes printed, bound, tabbed teacher’s guide
• Includes access to the NascoEducate.com platform—where online classroom
management tools, additional PD and training, cross-curricular programs in Art,
Science, FCS and more are available
Ask about pricing for whole school or district implementation or get a personalized demo by
calling 1.800.558.9595 ext. 5614 or by emailing solutions@NascoEducation.com

Addresses all domains of science, presented at a level appropriate for young children’s interest in exploring and learning about their everyday world. Each day’s
lesson builds on and reinforces the previous lesson and provides the foundation for the next lesson. ScienceStart! builds and reinforces skills, concepts, and
knowledge as students progress from one module to the next. Fiction, nonfiction, music, and art activities are integral to all lessons. A four-step science cycle is
used to guide lessons and helps students “learn to learn.” Activities are easy to adapt to the needs of each classroom and the learning styles and development
level of each student.
Complete Curriculum. Based around science content but integrates activities in math, language and literacy development, art, and outdoor play.
Consists of five themed modules that break down into 10 different units. Each unit contains 20 daily lesson plans. Includes all five modules below.
EL16597B501 — $3,350.00
Modules and Units. Each themed module and unit from the curriculum
Book Sets. Add-on book sets complement each week’s lessons. Sold separately;
above may also be purchased separately. Each module includes the units
not included with the modules and units. Titles are subject to availability. If a
grouped with it.
title is unavailable, a similar book will be substituted. Allow extra delivery time.
Modules

Each

Module 1: Measurement and Mapping (EL16593B501)

$670.00

Module 2: Color and Light (EL16594B501)

$670.00

Module 3: Matter (EL16587B501)

$335.00

Module 4: Neighborhood Habitats (EL16595B501)

$1,005.00

Module 5: Movement and Machines (EL16596B501)

$670.00

Units
Unit 1: My School and My Friends (EL16583B501)
Unit 2: Learning to Measure (EL16584B501)
Unit 3: Color (EL16585B501)
Unit 4: Light, Shadows, and Reflections (EL16586B501)
Unit 5: Properties of Matter (EL16587B501)
Unit 6: Living Things in the Neighborhood (EL16588B501)
Unit 7: Plants in the Neighborhood (EL16589B501)
Unit 8: Animals in the Neighborhood (EL16590B501)
Unit 9: How Things Move (EL16591B501)
Unit 10: Simple Machines (EL16592B501)

Each
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00
$335.00

Book Sets N
Z52099B501
Z52100B501
Z52101B501
Z52102B501
Z52103B501
Z52104B501
Z52105B501
Z52106B501
Z52107B501
Z52108B501

Each
$184.95
$164.95
$139.95
$159.95
$164.95
$199.95
$214.95
$194.95
$179.95
$199.95

NascoEducation.com
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Emotion Stones

Gr. PreK+ Tactile stones engraved with
faces showing common emotions. Shows
12 emotions. Set of 12; 2" dia. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

EL11878B501 — $29.50

ADDRESS
SEL NEEDS
While everyone is worried about
missed time in class and catching up
on any learning time, teachers across
the country are even more worried
about the emotional well-being of
their students.
Go online for even more information
and a complete line of SEL solutions,
SEL-infused lesson plans, and more:

NascoEducation.com/SEL

Action and Reaction: Historical Examples
of Responsible Decisions SEL Kit
50 Activities Card Sets

Gr. PreK+ Double-sided activity cards help students learn about emotions and how to manage and
express them better. 50 cards.
Emotion. Teaches how to identify and express dif- Mindfulness. Teaches focus, breathing skills,
ferent emotions through art, music, dance, acting, how to respond calmly, gratitude, passion, and
and group work.
kindness.
EL16741B501 — $13.95
EL16742B501 — $13.95

Build-a-Story Cards

Gr. PreK-5 Spark imaginations with 36 wordless cards that help students
develop storytelling and writing skills. Play over 30 games and use colorcoded character, setting, and object cards to piece together creative
stories. Includes booklet with activity suggestions.
EL16799B501 Magical Castle
EL16800B501 Community Helpers
Each — $12.95

Gr. K–3 Help students explore the importance of responsible decision
making, focusing on how to act, where to act and why action is important
through the stories of Jackie Robinson, Amelia Earhart, Rosa Parks, Jim
Henson, Jane Goodall, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Gandhi. Kit includes:
set of 7 Ordinary People books; 3 activity sheets to guide this cross-curricular study of SEL, history , and literacy; wooden school bus; Delta Dart
model airplane classroom pack (35 planes); 100 white paper bags; and
storage container.
SN37257B501 — $158.00
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Managing Our Emotions At Home: SEL Student/Family Kit

Emotiblocks

Help students become familiar with basic emotions. Interchangeable pieces allow students to create over
100 possible combinations. Includes 18 pieces (3" x 41/8"), 50 activity cards, and teaching guide.
SN36464B501 — $20.00
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Gr. PreK–3. Before kids can understand their own emotions, they need
to be able to identify them. Kit centers on the 50 Emotions Activities Box
which allows students, teachers and parents to talk about the emotions
read on the faces of others, face fears, and manage actions and reactions.
Kit also includes a sketch diary , crayons, and a Wee Critter Puff toy to
help students express what they are learning or feeling.
NE40005B501 — $20.00
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Individual PE Student Kit for Elementary

Gr. K–5. Get PE basics for use at home during distance learning or at
school when you just don’t want equipment to be shared. Kit includes:
set of 3 flying scarves, jump rope, 6"-dia. ball, drawstring bag to hold
contents, and an instruction sheet with 25+ ideas for activities.
NE40006B501 — $14.00
NascoEducation.com
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INDIVIDUAL LEARNING MATH KITS
Easy Option for At-Home Learning or
Choose for In-Class Use to Eliminate Sharing
Tried-and-true manipulatives, curated by grade level, give teachers
flexibility and help students learn, no matter where the classroom is.
Each kit includes lesson guidance for teachers or parents and outlines
at least 60 different activities. Kits are easy to move between learning
environments, as everything is in one bag—kids just toss in their
backpack and go. Great fit for after-school programs, too.

TB27685B501

TB27686B501

Polydron Individual Student Set

Gr. PreK+ Use for in-class learning where sharing is not
allowed or for take-home use during distance learning. Each
set includes 26 total pieces, 6 squares and 20 triangles,
enough to demonstrate a huge variety of math and construction principles. Also aids in motor skills and color recognition.
TB27685B501 — $8.95

Magnetic Polydron Individual Student Set

Gr. PreK+ Perfect for students to take home during distance
learning or for in-class use when sharing materials isn’t possible, this kit contains 14 total pieces to demonstrate polarity
and allow 2-D and 3-D construction. With 6 squares and 8
triangles, students will be able to construct a cube, triangular
prism, pyramid, cuboctahedron, and many other geometric
shapes.
TB27686B501 — $24.95

Grow a Decorative Garden Student Kit
Lux Blox™ STEAM Primer
Includes 111 total pieces. 75 squares (red, yellow, blue); 20 white trigons; 5
multi-wheels; 4 square multi-wheels; 5 axles; and 2 giant 7" rubber bands.
Comes in a 10"H clear tube with screw-top lid.
NE30009B501 — $39.99
Lux Blox™ STEAM Inventor
Includes 223 total pieces. 40 red squares; 130 white squares; 35 white
trigons; 2 trigon multi-wheels; 4 square multi-wheels; 10 axles; and 2 giant
7" rubber bands. Comes in a 14"H clear tube with screw-top lid.
NE30010B501 — $64.99

Gr. K–6 Budget friendly take-home or in-class student kit shows students
the beauty and the magic of blossoms. Kit includes: 4-pack of annual flowers and grasses; seed-starting cartons and soil; planting directions and
activity guide.
SB53411B501 — $10.00

Grow a Fruit and Vegetable Garden Student Kit

Gr. K–6 Get your students started on their very own garden. This handy,
economical take-home kit includes: 1 pack each of pumpkin, green beans,
lettuce and corn seeds; seed starting cartons, soil, planting directions, and
activity guide.
SB53412B501 — $10.00

Early Years Individual Learning Math Kit

Gr. PreK–K Students will be able to answer questions such as: Can you make a tile train that is longer
than 5 tiles, but shorter than 9 tiles? Can you make a square out of the blue rods? Kit includes: color
tiles, Rekenrek, wood pattern blocks, coin set, number line, linking cubes, geometric solids, ten frame
with counters, hundreds board, deci rods, pentominoes set, and dice (dot and numbered).

NE30015B501 — $29.95

Primary Individual Learning Math Kit

Gr. 1–3 Students will be able to answer questions such as: What coin has the lowest value? What
are all the different 2 number combinations to make 10, 20, 25? What 3D figures did you use to build
your tower? Kit includes: coins and bills set, base 10 set and mat, ten frame and counters, geometric
solids set, Venn Diagram mat, deci rods, tangrams, wood pattern blocks, hundreds board, two-color
counters, color tiles, linking cubes, dice (dot, numbered, and math symbol).

NE30016B501 — $29.95
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Student Dry Erase Board Kit

Gr. K–12 Low tech solution for high tech learning. Give each
student one of these dry erase board kits for use at home
during distance learning or in the classroom. Perfect for
working out a math problem or recording an answer to show
to the teacher via a Zoom class. Kit includes 9" x 12" dry erase
board, dry erase marker (black), mini eraser, and zippered
plastic bag.
NE30026B501 — $3.95

Nasco Unplugged STEM Challenge Student Kit

Gr. K–5. This individual student take-home kit contains everything
needed for the STEM:IT Unplugged STEM challenges. Open-andgo convenience for great remote learning or blended learning. Kit
includes: twine, index cards, ping pong balls, paint brushes, balloons,
dice, foam balls, pom poms, tissue paper, sculpting clay, pipe cleaners, tempera blocks, felt, chip board, popsicle sticks and foam sheets.
TB27681B501 — $25.00

Nasco Unplugged STEM Challenge Student Kit with Basic Art Supplies

Gr. K–5. This individual student take-home kit contains everything needed
for the STEM:IT Unplugged STEM challenges. Open-and-go convenience for
great remote learning or blended learning. Kit includes: twine, index cards,
ping pong balls, paint brushes, balloons, dice, foam balls, pom poms, tissue
paper, sculpting media, pipe cleaners, tape, tempera blocks, felt, chip board,
popsicle sticks, foam sheets, 12" ruler, protractor, school glue, colored pencils,
washable markers, construction paper, scissors, and modeling clay.
TB27682B501 — $50.00
NascoEducation.com
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creatED® Design-a-Game™:
A Create-to-Learn™ STEAM Program
from Crayola®

Uses project-based learning approaches
to deepen students’ knowledge of curriculum, build strategic planning skills,
and empower them as decision-makers.
9742355B501 Gr. K-1
9742356B501 Gr. 2-3
Kit — $187.50

9742820B501

creat®ED Moved by Math Family
Engagement Kit: Count on Math

9742821B501

Elementary Basic Art Supply Kit 1

Simple kit with basic art supplies for elementary students. Includes drawing
paper, No. 2 pencil, pencil sharpener, crayons, scissors and glue stick.
9742820B501 — $6.00

Elementary Basic Art Supply Kit 2

Simple kit with basic art supplies for elementary students. Includes drawing
paper, No. 2 pencil, pencil sharpener, crayons, scissors, glue stick and washable watercolor paint.
9742821B501 — $6.50

Elementary School Student Art Kit with Bag

This handy art kit has everything an elementary student needs in a
take-home kit for distance or blended learning situations. Also a good
option for summer school programs or times when sharing classroom
supplies just won’t work. Everything fits in a handy 10" x 14" mesh bag.
Kit includes: glue stick, 8-color Prang® watercolor set, 8-color Prang®
art markers set, scissors, black Sharpie® marker, No. 2 lead pencil, round
size 6 paint brush, pink eraser, 12-color Royal Brush® hexagonal oil pastels set, pencil sharpener, and 16-color Prang® soy crayons set.
9742851B501 — $24.95

Gr. PreK-2 Explore new ways of counting and how to find math in everyday life.
Combines curriculum-connected projects
with a step-by-step parent guide. Create
math songs, say math sentences, and use
drawing to solve math problem. Includes
supplies to create math projects at home.
9742824B501 — $32.95

Go online for even more information and a complete line
of SEL solutions, SEL-infused lesson plans, and more:

NascoEducation.com/SEL

creat®ED Writing Art-Inspired Stories
Family Engagement Kit: Tell Me a Story

Gr. PreK-2 Teaches students literacy skills
with fun writing activities. Uses illustrations
to explore a story’s main idea and character. Then create a self-portrait and personal
story. Combines curriculum-connected
projects with a step-by-step parent guide.
Includes supplies to create art and writing
projects at home.
9742827B501 — $32.95

creat®ED Writing STEAM for 21st Century
Learning Family Engagement Kit:
Imagine the Future

Elementary Student Art Kit with 12 Project Guides

Open-and-go student art kits includes the essential K–8 art supplies. Also
includes project guides that provide “How To” information for 12 ready-tocreate projects using supplies in the kit. Perfect for distance learning. Kit
includes: crayons, markers, colored pencils, pastels, watercolor set, pencils,
eraser, scissors, glue stick, bottle of glue, sketch pad, multi-media paper,
construction paper, air-dry modeling compound, and 12 project guides. For
complete kit contents, visit NascoEducation.com.
9742833B501 — $45.00
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Emotional Color Wheel Classroom Kit

Everything you need for a class of 24 to explore the Eric Gibbons book,
The Emotional Color Wheel. Help your class discover ways to convey
emotions through color and shapes. Kit includes set of 12 Crayola®
colored pencils, set of 28 oil pastels, 16 crayons, 8 washable markers,
8 fine line markers, and 75 packs of Model Magic® modeling compound
(1 oz. each). Also incudes 500 sheets of 9 x 12" drawing paper, pack of
50 card stock (12" x 12"), and 100 sheets of construction paper.
NE20024B501 — $106.95

Gr. PreK-2 Explore the ways Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math
come together. Design a game or create
a book. Combines curriculum-connected
projects with a step-by-step parent guide.
Includes supplies to create STEAM projects
at home.
9742830B501 — $32.95

NascoEducation.com
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Crayola® Artista II® Washable Tempera Paint

Washable from skin and most clothing. Watersoluble tempera offers good mixing, smooth flow,
superb color, and good coverage. Resin based.
Nontoxic.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

I

(A) Red
(G) Yellow
(B) Green
(H) Turquoise
(C) Black
(J) Violet
(D) Blue
(K) Orange
(E) Brown
(L) Magenta
(F) White
(M) Peach
Indicate color by letter code: 9700471(A)B501
Cat. No.
9700471B501
9703622B501

Thick, creamy consistency won’t crack or rub
off when dry.
Cat. No.
9742213B501
9700478B501

Size
Pint
Quart

Each
$6.75
$10.65

Mix 12+
$6.34
$9.76

Set of 6 Pints. Red, yellow, blue, green, black, and white.
Cat. No.
9742214B501

Set
$35.95

Set of 6 Quarts. Yellow, orange, green, blue, white,
and red.
Cat. No.
9714824B501

Set
$60.90

Pint
Quart

Each
$3.90
$6.70

Mix 12+
$3.34
$5.90

Neutral Colors. Set of 3 includes an 8-oz.
bottle each of brown, black, and white.

Crayola® Washable Finger Paint
Individual

Size

(A) Yellow
(B) Orange
(C) Green
(D) Blue
(E) Brown
(F) Violet
(G) Black
(H) White
(J) Red
Indicate color
by letter code:
9742213(A)B501

Cat. No.
9725483(A)B501

Set
$6.45

Set of 6 Pints. Colors include red, green,
blue, yellow, violet, and orange.
Cat. No.
9707629B501

Set
$21.95

Set of 6 Quarts. Colors include red,
yellow, blue, green, black, and white.
Cat. No.
9716501B501

Set
$37.05

Set of 12 Pints. Includes 1 of each color above.
Cat. No.
9713828B501

Set
$39.15

J

Tru-Ray® Fade-Resistant Construction Paper

Longer, stronger fiber for a paper tough enough to take
folding, scoring, and curling without tearing or cracking.
Each heavyweight sheet is made from 50% recycled paper.
Acid free. 76 lb.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(F)
(G)
(J)
(K)
(L)
(M)
(P)
(Q)
(U)
(V)

White
Gray
Blue
Light Green*+
Yellow
Pink†
Black
Brilliant Lime
Turquoise
Slate*
Lilac
Violet
Tan
Warm Brown

(W)
(Y)
(Z)
(AA)
(AB)
(AF)
(AH)
(AJ)
(AK)
(AM)
(AN)
(BB)
(BD)

Orange
Magenta
Festive Red
Festive Green
Gold
Shocking Pink
Sky Blue
Royal Blue
Purple
Holiday Green
Holiday Red
Dark Brown
Dark Pink*

H
A. Mr. Sketch® Scented Washable Markers

Water-based. Colors have own scent. Chisel tip.
Set of 192.
9738197B501 — $192.90

B. Crayola® Large-Size Crayon Classpacks®

Crayola® Model Magic® Classpacks®

Individual 1-oz. packages. Lightweight air-dry material can be
decorated with markers, glitter, glue, paint, etc.
White Classpack®
9722293B501 — $44.95 3+ $39.86

Indicate color, size, and sheet count by using product number below with
corresponding color suffix listed above: 9708565(A)B501

Primary Colors Classpack®. Includes an assortment
of 18 red, 18 yellow, 18 blue, and 21 white.
9722294B501 — $41.95 3+ $36.89

9" x 12", 50 Sheets. †Indicates colors not available. (Colors
may be assorted for quantity discount.)

9708565B501 — $2.50 Mix 10+ $2.19 Mix 50+ $2.03
12" x 18", 50 Sheets. +Indicates colors not available. (Colors

may be assorted for quantity discount.)

9708564B501 — $4.85 Mix 10+ $4.46 Mix 25+ $3.93
18" x 24", 50 Sheets. *Indicates colors not available.

(Colors may be assorted for quantity discount.)

Fiskars® for Kids Scissors

Pointed-tip style has a precision-tip design that improves
cutting control.
SB22696B501 Blunt Tip
SB22693B501 Pointed Tip
Each — $2.75 Mix 12+ $2.38

400 large crayons. 50 of each color. 4" x 7/16".
9706889B501 — $59.55

C. Crayola® Classic Color Crayon Classpacks®

Classpacks® of 800. Nontoxic. Includes 100 each
of red, blue, green, yellow, orange, violet, brown,
and black.
9729276B501 — $63.95

D. Elmer’s® Glue-All Multipurpose Glue

Now 30% stronger. Works on paper, wood, fabric,
leather, ceramics and more.
Cat. No.
9729431B501
9729429B501

Size
75/8 oz.
Gallon

Each
$2.45
$19.25

E. Royal Brush® Big Kid’s Choice™ Box Sets

No-slip rubber grips with synthetic dyed taklon bristles. Includes 18 free AquaFlo™ brushes. 72-brush
combo includes 12 each of size 2, 6, 10 rounds; and
12 each of size 4, 8, 5/8" flats.
9723226B501 — $101.35

F. Nasco White All Media Drawing Paper

Versatile, student-grade white drawing paper, suitable for all media including wet. 500-sheet reams.
Cat. No.
9728257B501
9728258B501

Size
9" x 12"
12" x 18"

Weight Each
80 lb.
$20.30
80 lb.
$40.95

6+
$16.91
$35.10

G. Elmer’s® Washable Purple School Glue Sticks
Goes on purple; dries clear.
Cat. No.
9732677B501
9737158B501

Size
0.77 oz.
1.40 oz.

Each
$2.50
$3.50

12+
$2.19
$3.13

H. Ticonderoga® Beginner’s Pencils with Eraser

Thick, break-resistant core delivers bold lines. Extralarge diameter: 13/32". Latex-free eraser. Nontoxic.
Pkg. of 12.
9711108B501 — $6.50 6+ $5.98

I. Sharpie® Fine-Point Black Markers

The industry standard and the original pen-style
permanent marker. Canister of 36.
9726858B501 — $43.25 3+ $39.63

J. Nasco Bulk-Krylic® Acrylic Paint
Set of 8, 1/2 Gallons. Includes 8 pumps.
9100149B501 — $127.90
Set of 12, Pints
9100150B501 — $56.80

For A complete SELECTION
OF ARTS SUPPLIES, go to
NascoEducation.com

9715522B501 — $8.85 Mix 10+ $7.87 Mix 15+ $6.67
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Beginner Makerspace Kit

COMPLETE KIT

All the materials you need to create your
first makerspace place and encourage
students to explore and be innovative.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

9742353B501 — $384.15

LESSON PLAN

+ MATERIALS

LESSON
PLAN

Frank Lloyd Wright
Lesson Plan Materials Kit

Complete materials kit for Art
Lesson Plan Volume 44: Frank
Lloyd Wright Architectural
Design. Materials for class of
24 students.
9742760B501 — $250.00

artworks
VOL. 44

Frank Lloyd Wrigh
t Inspired
Architectural Des
ign with
a Paper Bag
Developed with Noelle Burns
Grade K -5

Introduction

This project can be done with
students as young
as kindergarten, but can also
be used with older
students. See how sophisticate
d students can
make their houses. Teachers
should discuss the
life of Frank Lloyd Wright and
show examples of
his architecture. Basic architectura
l vocabulary
will be explained to students.
Discuss the
element of texture and its qualities.
Teachers will
demonstrate how to build houses
and provide
a sample that students can view.
Students will
really have fun creating their
homes, hopefully
you will too.

Time Required

3 class periods (50 minutes

each)

Objectives

Students will…
• Be introduced to the architecture
of Frank Lloyd Wright
• Understand the basic design
of a house
• Create a two-story home using
the knowledge learned in the
first two objectives
• Gain experience using lines,
shapes, and textures to create
the parts of a house

For Nasco's complete selection of Lesson Plans,
go to NascoEducation.com/lessonplans

TB27187B501

LESSON
PLAN
ALL ABOUT FISH

: STRUCTURE,

steamworks

PRINT, AND BUIL

D

VOL. 2

Developed with

Kristin Hotter
Grades 3-5

Time Required

Introduction: 30
minutes
Activity 1: 40 minutes
Activity 2: 40 minutes
Activity 3: 40 minutes
Total Time: 150
minutes

Objectives

Students will be able
to…
• Explain the function
s of the body parts
• Identify the body
of different fish.
parts of a fish.
• Construct a model
of a fish.

Materials List

• Papa’s Mechani
cal Fish by Candac
e Fleming
(https://www.you
tube.com/watch?
v=QV2mKBPd_ug
• Fish Bone Graphic
)
Organizer (include
• Design Process
d)
Sheet (included)
• Nasco 4-Scale
12" Student Ruler
— TB26737
• Sargent Art® Metallic
Acrylic
Paints, set of 6 —
• Sargent Art® Acrylic
9722513
• Liquitex® Iridescen Glitter Glaze, 32 oz. — 9735830
t Tinting Medium
, 8 oz. —
• Liquitex® Ink! Metallic
s, set of 6 — 972839 9706939
• Royal Brush® Big
Kid’s Choice™ Super 0
• Foam Paintbru
shes, 40-piece assortm Value Brush Set — 9742098
• Foam Rollers, set
ent — 9715991
of 12 — 9724344
• Nasco White All
Media Drawing Paper,
9" x 12",
500 sheets, 80 lb.
— 9728257
• Nasco Piranha
Replica — 9719197
• Nasco Flounde
r Replica — 9714343
• Nasco Trout Replica
—
9714344
• Nasco Carp Replica
— 9713262
• Nasco Salmon
Replica — 9719198
• Nasco Largemo
uth Bass Replica
— 9716673
• Simple Building
Materials Kit — TB2762
6

TB27188B501

STEM Challenge Cards

Dive into STEM with simple challenges that can be
completed using everyday items.
TB27187B501 STEM Challenge Cards
TB27188B501 Seasonal STEM Challenge Cards
Box — $18.00
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Copernicus Premium STEM Maker Station

Storage and dispenser racks, overhead sign/display,
hooks, shelf, whiteboard, pegboard, casters with
brakes, lockable Tech Tub™, 4 small tubs, 3 open tubs,
and 4 tiny tubs. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z48467B501 — $719.95

STEAM Design Challenges Resource Books

Support learning through the engineering process with collaborative design challenges.
SB52696B501 Gr. K
SB52698B501 Gr. 2
SB52697B501 Gr. 1
Each — $17.95

All About Fish: Structure, Print, and Build Lesson Plan Materials Kit Volume 2

Complete materials kit for STEAM Lesson Plan Volume 2 All About Fish: Structure, Print and Build.
Materials for class of 24 students. Contents include: rulers, metallic acrylic paint, glitter glaze, iridescent
tinting medium,metallic ink, paint brushes, foam brushes and rollers, drawing paper, gyotaku fish rubber stamps, building materials kit, book, and lesson plan. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB53389B501 — $410.50
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

For additional FREE

lesson plans, go to

NascoEducation.co

m/lessonplans

NascoEducation.com
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For more information on AquaSprouts
Garden Kits, go to NascoEducation.com

Butterfly Hydroponics Kit

Malva plants grow and blossom without soil using a hydroponic
system. Complete kit cycle: approx. 3-5 months. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB51810B501 — $199.95

GrowWall

Space-saving, vertical design offers 5 levels of growing space. Allow extra
delivery time. N
Z50812B501 — $799.95

AquaSprouts Complete Garden Kit

Contains everything you need to turn any standard 10-gallon aquarium into a
self-sustaining ecosystem using aquaponics.
SB52714B501 — $229.95

AquaSprouts Garden Kit

Aquaponics Education Kit

Contains everything needed, except
6 lesson plans cover ecosystems, water
10-gallon aquarium and LED grow light. cycle, fish basics, and more.
SB51992B501 — $169.95
SB52672B501 — $94.95

Original Butterfly Pavilion®

Redeem voucher online ($9.95 required for
shipping and handling) for 2 cups of 5 live
caterpillars (10 caterpillars total) and food.
24"H pop-up mesh habitat. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB52855B501 — $39.95

See NascoEducation.com
for shipping restrictions

Giant Butterfly Garden®

Watch 5 caterpillars become painted lady butterflies. Includes collapsible
and reusable 18"H deluxe habitat, pipette, 4 life-cycle stages plastic figurines,
voucher ($7.95 shipping and handling) for 5 caterpillars and nutritious food,
and instruction guide. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB52857B501 — $29.95
Original Butterfly Garden®. Similar to garden above, but habitat is 111/2"H and
does not include life-cycle stages figurines. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
SB52856B501 — $24.95
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Countertop Aquaponics System

Space-saving 5-gallon aquarium uses a simple airlift pump. Top is
removable. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z48490B501 — $316.00
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Aquaponics

Acrylic tank, filter sponge, pump, aquarium cover, plant trays with removable
covers, watering hoses, plastic net pots, growing medium, and instruction manual.
Allow extra delivery time. N
Z49074B501 — $550.00
NascoEducation.com
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Rogue Rodent Mystery: A Study in Forensic Science

Gr. K-1 Students work together to determine which of 4

suspects stole Alice the guinea pig from her classroom.
Lessons have students investigate the crime scene,
interview suspects and witnesses, examine evidence,
and more. 10 lessons; approximately 1 hour each. For
30 students.
Summer Camp Kit. 103-page instructor’s guide,
introductory video on DVD, teacher resource CD,
pre-printed student handouts, and all needed supplies.
Allow extra delivery time. N
Z51518B501 — $699.95
Classroom Kit. Includes 103-page instructor’s guide,
introductory video on DVD, teacher resource CD, and
essential supplies.
EL16550B501 — $349.95

Dowling Classroom Attractions
Magnet Sets
Provides all needed tools for an
effective and creative magnetism
unit. For 5 students.
Level 1 Magnet Set. 10 magnet
wands, button magnets, magnet
marbles, ring magnets, magnetic
counting chips, colorful paper
clips, and pencils. • CHOKING

SB32808B501

Missing Money Mystery: A Study in Forensic Science

Gr. 2-3 Work to solve the mystery of the stolen funds
and determine the guilty party. Collect evidence from
the crime scene and examine evidence using real forensic techniques such as forensic fiber analysis, lifting lip
prints, and exploring genetic markers. For 30 students.
Summer Camp Kit. 107-page instructor’s guide, teacher
resource CD, preprinted student handouts, and all
needed supplies. Allow extra delivery time. N
Z51519B501 — $699.95
Classroom Kit. 107-page instructor’s guide, teacher
resource CD, preprinted student handouts, and essential supplies.
EL16551B501 — $349.95

HAZARD (1, 6). Not for under 3 yrs.

SB32808B501 — $72.50
Level 2 Magnet Set. 5 magnet
wands, ring magnets, north/south
bar magnets, domino-shaped
magnets, ceramic horseshoes
magnets, compasses, polished
steel shapes, and pencils.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under
3 yrs.

SB29805B501 — $72.50

SB29805B501

Scratch resistant

Mysterious Magnet Tube

Explore 3-D patterns created by
magnetic fields. Steel filings are sealed
in a container. Includes alnico cow
magnet and activity booklet.
SB52997B501 — $20.95

North/South Magnet Marbles

Color-coding helps show how magnetic attraction and repulsion cause
motion. 5/8" dia. each.
Set of 100
Set of 400
SB52998B501 — $29.95
SB52999B501 — $89.95

Innovating Science® Kits

Gr. K-5 Teach science without the need for a

Elementary Crime Solving Kit

Gr. 2-6 Students work as a team to decide who stole a shirt, then compare their suspect to the official

police evidence. Kit includes fibers and hairs as evidence, fingerprints, blood types, and personal
profiles full of clues and circumstantial evidence. Required but not included: microscope, water bath,
distilled water, and glass test tubes with stoppers.
EL12023B501 — $124.95
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lot of laboratory preparation.
Elephant Toothpaste Kit. A fun, classroom-safe
demonstration that shows the effects of catalysts on a chemical reaction.
EL15809B501 — $19.95
Density: Lava Lamp Kit. Helps students visualize
and understand density. Also introduces the
idea of polarity.
EL15810B501 — $35.95

Iron Filings Set

Set of 5 plastic cases (3" x 2")
with enclosed iron filings. Works
best with alnico or neodymium
magnet (not included).
SB46840B501 — $11.75
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Magnetic Pole Finder

Perfect for demonstrating and exploring the phenomena of magnetic
fields. Alnico bar magnet with north pole in blue and south pole in red.
SB53299B501 — $4.95 10+ $4.21
NascoEducation.com
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mart
MATH ART INTEGRATION KITS

mart
tarts

Math Art Integration Kits: Series 1
Enable a hands-on creative learning environment where students can engage with challenging content on multiple levels
and conquer the most difficult Core Math Standards.

Why Smart Starts Were Created
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage parents and students together
Provide hands-on activities
Cross-curricular activities
Reinforce skills previously taught and introduce new skills
Give parents a “script” to ensure they are asking the best questions
Ask evidence-based questions
Provide full texts rather than small, isolated excerpts (allow students
to get to know and analyze characters, setting, problem/solution
more in-depth)
• Aligned to the Common Core Standards

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not
for under 3 yrs.

TB27609B501 — $107.95

Gr. 2: Numbers in Base 10.
TB27611B501 — $107.95

LESSON PLAN

Help students retain knowledge over summer break
Introduce upcoming and more complex concepts
Increase parental involvement
Provide fun learning activities in math, reading, writing, science,
and social studies

Benefits of Smart Starts

Gr. K: Algebraic Thinking.

• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not
for under 3 yrs.

tarts

Smart Start Kits

Gr. 1: Measurement.
TB27610B501 — $107.95

+ MATERIALS

Keep skills sharp through the summer break. Each kit reviews what the
student learned the previous year and takes them into what they will be
learning the next year. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Grade K-1
Grade 1-2
Grade 2-3
TB27438B501 — $80.95 TB27439B501 — $80.95 TB27440B501 — $80.95

NASCO COMMON CORE KITS

LESSON

PLAN
mathworks
TEN FRAMES: USING TEN FRAMES FOR Volume 4
ALEGEBRAIC EQUATIONS UP TO 20
Developed by Kristin Ulrich
Grades 1-2

Content

Find the missing addend using
algebraic principles.

Time

This lesson can be completed in 1-2
days. If broken into two days, the
first lesson would be Activity I and
Practice I, and the second lesson
would be Activity II and Practice
II. The first lesson deals only with
numbers, and the second lesson
introduces word problems.

TB24793

Objectives
Students will be able to…
• Apply basic algebraic principles
to addition problems.
• Create fact families with the
given digits.

• Manipulate ten frames to solve
addition problems with missing
addends.

Materials
• Ten Frames (Cat. No. TB24793)
or Ten Frames Classroom Set
(Cat. No. TB25754)
• Worksheets (attached with lesson
plan download)

Common Core State Standards

CCSS.Math.Content.

1.OA.D.8 — Determine the unknown whole
number in an addition or subtraction equation
relating three
whole numbers (For example, determine the
unknown number
that makes the equation true in each of the
equations
[8 + ? = 11, 5 = ___ - 3, 6 + 6 = ____]).

CCSS.Math.Content.2.OA.B.2 — Fluently

add and subtract
within 20 using mental strategies. By end of
Grade 2, know from
memory all sums of two one-digit numbers.

Introduction
As students become familiar with the ten frames
while using them during the Introduction, it
vertically and fill in the holes all the way in
is important to make sure that they hold the
the first column on the left before beginning
ten frames
to fill in the next column. Keep this in mind
students throughout the Introduction. This
as you model
helps students
lesson aside from the first problem of the Introduction. visualize the problems more clearly. Students will require 2 ten frames for everything for
in the
1. Put 6 pieces in the 10 frame with the red
side up, then flip 3 pieces to the blue side.
- How many total pieces did we put in the ten
frame? (6)
- How many are still red? (3)
2. Write 3 + __ = 6 on the board, making sure
students understand that 6 represents the
total number of pieces in the ten frame and
many are still red. Looking at their ten frames,
3 represents how
students should be able to fill in the blank by
determining that 3 pieces are still blue.
3. Remove all pieces from the ten frame,
then hook 2 ten frames together just like puzzle
pieces.
4. Put 11 pieces into the ten frames with the
red side up, then flip 4 pieces to the blue side.
Ask students how many are still red (7). Write
5. Flip two more pieces to the blue side and
7 + 4 = 11.
ask students how many pieces are now blue
and how many are now red. Write 5 + 6 = 11.

For additional FREE lesson plans, go to NascoEducation.

com/lessonplans

Magnetic Ten Frame Set

Gr. K+ Includes 4 magnetic ten frames (13" x
61/2") with 40 counters (20 red, 20 blue).
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

TB25547B501 — $19.95

Ten Frames Classroom Set
Includes 20 linking boards
and 200 counters. • CHOK-

ING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

For Nasco's complete selection of lesson plans,
go to NascoEducation.com/lessonplans

Nasco Common Core Kits

Grade-level appropriate kits combine fun, hands-on manipulatives
to make it easier to teach to the CCSS for Mathematics.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Grade K

Grade 1

TB25768B501 — $278.55 TB25959B501 — $199.95 TB25769B501 — $232.95

TB25754B501 — $40.95
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Grade 2

• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Nasco Primary Math Kit with Storage

The materials you need to introduce vital math concepts in one place.
Allow extra delivery time. N • CHOKING HAZARD (1, 4). Not for under 3 yrs.
TB15924B501 — $380.00
NascoEducation.com
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COMPLETE KIT
LESSON PLAN

+ MATERIALS
LESSON
PLAN

SEL steam
works

DESIGN & ENGINEERING: MAKE CHORES

VOL. 4

EASIER
Developed with Kristin Hotter
Grades K–4

Roylco® Newspaper Builders Kit

Recycle old newspapers to build incredible geometric sculptures. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
9733231B501 — $35.40 6+ $32.18

Nasco Simple
Building Materials Kit

For Nasco's complete selection of Lesson Plans,
go to NascoEducation.com/lessonplans

Economical assortment of
materials for building simple
STEAM projects. • CHOKING

Time Required

Introduction: 20 minutes
Activity 1: 40 minutes
Activity 2: 75-90 minutes (all 3 steps)
Activity 3: 30 minutes
Total Time: 165-180 minutes (If you’re
breaking

this up into multiple class periods, complete
Introduction and Activity 1 on Day 1, Steps
1 and 2 of Activity 2 on Day 2, and Step 3 of
Activity 2 and Activity 3 on Day 3.)

Objectives

Students will be able to…
• Create a machine that solves a chore problem
• Make a bar graph that illustrates each classmate’s
most disliked chore
• Write a poem using the same rhyme scheme
as Rosie Revere, Engineer

Content

Introduce students to engineering with the
rhyming
book Rosie Revere, Engineer. As you read through
the
book, encourage students to look for characteristics
an engineer might possess. Once students
have a
better understanding of the term “engineer,”
facilitate
a discussion about chores that students dislike
the
most. From that discussion, help students work
through
a series of engineering steps. These steps will
lead
students to create a model of an invention
that will help
them complete the chore they dislike the most.
Once
students work through all the steps, they’ll
build a threedimensional model of their invention. Finally,
students will
create a quatrain, using the same rhyme scheme
as Rosie
Revere, Engineer, about their chore invention.

Octa-Clip Activity Set

HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

TB27626B501 — $115.95

Fixed and rotating connectors
let students imagine, plan, and
build any structure. Includes
bucket of 50 clips and booklet.
EL14296B501 — $21.95

Classic Wood Builder

Gr. PreK+ Rod and connector system made of
smoothly sanded hardwood. Longest rod:
101/2" L. 208 pieces. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not

Extra Jumbo Craft Sticks

Unfinished. Set of 50, 10" x 11/4".
9742134B501 — $6.70

for under 3 yrs.

EL12002B501 — $54.95

Regular-Grade
Craft Sticks

Magnetic Polydron® Class Set of 96

Combine the fun of construction with the lessons of polarity. Build simple 2-D
and 3-D shapes. Bright colors on one side, black on the other to show polarity.
TB27033B501 — $162.95
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Crystal Polydron™ Classroom Set

For more building
materials, go to
NascoEducation.com

Students can build a wide range of 2-D and 3-D geometric shapes
using these hands-on construction manipulatives.
EL16847B501 — $164.95

Made of sanded
natural wood.
41/2" x 3/8". • CHOKING

Roylco® Straws & Connectors™ Set

Flexible design to create simple shapes or
complex structures. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not
for under 3 yrs.

9711478B501 — $20.60
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

HAZARD (1). Not for under
3 yrs.

Pkg. of 1,000
9735919B501 — $10.35
Case of 10,000
9735921B501 — $100.55
NascoEducation.com
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Learn through play

The Brackitz® award-winning collection
of hands-on construction kits puts
real-life art, math, science, architectural,
and engineering principles into
play. Open-ended and flexible for
learners PreK-8 and beyond, Brackitz®
encourages imagination, creativity and
discovery. The Brackitz® large planks and
connecting hubs are simple enough for
young learners and engaging enough to
captivate older learners as they imagine
and design more complex creations.

Magna-Tiles® Clear Colors Sets

Create designs on a flat surface or build
in 3-D using magnetic tiles. Develops patterning, shape recognition, building, and
motor skills. Includes idea guide.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Set of 32
SB40368B501 — $51.95
Set of 100
EL10664B501 — $128.95

PowerClix™ Set of 100

A 3-D click ‘n connect system. Geometric shapes and extender
rods allow open-ended construction. Includes activity guide.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

EL11693B501 — $134.95

Brackitz®

Build spatial reasoning skills and boost STEAM achievement while creating 3-D structures. Immerses students in design thinking, creativity, math, science,
architecture, and engineering. Each module requires Structures Classroom Module (EL16420B501) for building. Includes standards-aligned lessons and
activities. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
Complete STEAM Center. Includes 1 each of the modules below. Allow extra delivery time.
Z51372B501 — $650.00
Gears, Sprockets & Chains
Structures Classroom Module.
Pulleys & Cranks Classroom Module.
Wheels & Axles Classroom Module.
Classroom Module. 503 pieces.
320 pieces.
205 pieces.
196 pieces.
EL16419B501 — $150.00
EL16420B501 — $200.00
EL16417B501 — $150.00
EL16418B501 — $150.00

More Magformers® choices and accessories
available at NascoEducation.com

IO Blocks®

Create a limitless world of people,
animals, architecture, robots,
vehicles, and more. Blocks in 6
colors and 12 unique plastic
shapes connect with a secure, yet
adjustable, friction fit. • CHOKING
HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Magformers®

Easy-to-use magnetic pieces always attract and never repel,
ensuring pieces always connect to each other. Pieces are
made of high-quality ABS plastic and contain rare-earth
neodymium magnets on the sides. Pieces stack easily.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

STEAM Master 293-Piece Set
EL13773B501 — $549.95
Smart Set 144-Piece Set
EL13156B501 — $212.95
Magnets in Motion 61-Piece Set
EL13153B501 — $94.95
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IO Blocks®. Scale is derived
from a 1/2" cube. Largest pieces:
1/2"D x 11/2"W x 11/2"H.
EL14197B501 Set of 76 — $24.95
EL16343B501 Set of 114 — $36.95
EL16344B501 Set of 192 — $54.95
IO Blocks® Education Sets. Includes storage
container and 20 double-sided creativity cards.
SN36909B501 Set of 500 — $129.95
EL16345B501 Set of 1,000 — $199.95
IO Blocks® Minis. Quarter size version of
IO Blocks®. Set of 250.
EL16340B501 — $28.95
EL16342B501 Set of 900 — $89.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

NascoEducation.com
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SCREENLESS
A more friendly way to learn fundamental coding concepts
at a very early age utilizing physical manipulatives.

WORDS FREE
Use coding blocks with intuitive graphic symbols to
manipulate the robot. Confidence builds as kids predict
the movement and test to confirm their reasoning.

GAME-BASED
With Matatalab, kids don’t feel like they’re doing serious
programming. They’re just playing a fun maze game,
creating music, or drawing a picture. It makes learning
fun and engaging.

Simple Machines STEM Activity Set
Pulley, lever, wheel and axle, inclined
plane, screw, and wedge.
EL13705B501 — $28.95

EL16528B501
Coding Set

Matatalab Hands-On Coding
EL16529B501
Musician Add-On

Magnets! STEM Activity Set

11"L x 81/2"W x 1/2"D maze tray and
12 other components.
EL13707B501 — $33.95

Force and Motion STEM Activity Set

Two cars, double-sided ramps and trellis,
pendulum ball, and weighted blocks.
EL13704B501 — $28.95

EL16530B501
Artist Add-On

KEVA® Maple Wooden-Plank
Construction Sets

BluTrack® Advanced
Force and Motion Kit

Ideal for studying Newton’s Laws of Motion.
SB52309B501 — $524.95
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Students can build bridges, sculptures, houses,
and towers taller than themselves with these
high-precision, hardwood construction blocks.
SB46105B501 Set of 400 — $159.95
SB46106B501 Set of 200 — $104.95
KEVA® Bot Maze. Customize a pair of motorized
bots with the items in the kit, then construct
the maze’s tunnels, doorways, passages, and
obstacles from the planks and connectors or
from objects around the classroom.
EL13985B501 — $39.95

Screenless, words-free robot helps students learn how to code. Image
recognition technology allows the command tower to recognize
tangible coding blocks in front of the device and execute the program.
• CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

Classroom Set. Includes Coding Set (below), Musician Add-On
(below), Artist Add-On (below), and 4 curriculum guides.
EL16879B501 — $1,499.00
Coding Set Plus Add-Ons. Includes Coding Set, Musician Add-On, and
Artist Add-On (all below).
EL16832B501 — $239.00
Coding Set. Includes robot car, command tower, control board, 37 coding
blocks, 8 obstacles, 3 flags, 3 challenge booklets, and nature map.
EL16528B501 — $149.00
Musician Add-On. Compose music through coding. Includes 32 music
blocks, 10 melody blocks, and 3 music warm-up cards (6 samples).
EL16529B501 — $67.00
Artist Add-On. Draw graphics and pictures through coding. Includes
20 angle blocks, 3 washable color pens, and 3 artist warm-up cards
(6 samples).
EL16530B501 — $41.00
Animation Add-On Coding Blocks. Let students program the
MatataBot to draw amazing shapes and move in unique ways.
EL16885B501 — $52.00

Matatalab Learning Station Curriculum
for Matatalab Screenless Robot Coding Set

Get students learning the basics about the exciting world of coding
with this curriculum designed to be used with the Matatalab Screenless
Robot Coding Set with Musician and Artist Add-Ons (EL16832B501).
EL16873B501 — $14.95
Artist Add-On Overview and Introduction Curriculum
EL16874B501 — $14.95
Musician Add-On Overview and Introduction Curriculum
EL16875B501 — $14.95
Extracurricular Curriculum
EL16876B501 — $14.95

DEVELOP S COGNITIVE ABILITIES, IMAGINATION,
AND CODING SKILLS THROUGH HANDS-ON PLAY.
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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Pre-Coding Penguins

Develops directional and positional language, problem solving, pattern
making, and logical thinking needed for coding.
Complete Set. Includes 1 of each item below.
EL16638B501 — $50.95
Stones. Set of 18.
Activity Cards. Washable.
Approx. 2".
Set of 16; 8" x 11".
EL16564B501 — $28.95
EL16563B501 — $23.95

Botley™ the Coding
Robot Classroom Set

This 77-piece set includes programmable
robot, mats, interactive obstacles,
blocks, and more. • CHOKING

Osmo Learning System
Merge tactile learning with technology by enabling
students to use iPads® alongside manipulatives.
Hands-on learning ignites curiosity, enables discovery,
builds confidence and creative problem-solving
skills, and fosters collaboration across subjects.
Manipulatives sets require Osmo Bases (not included).

HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

EL16206B501 — $74.95

Classroom Starter Edition

Includes 10 Osmo Bases; 2 sets each of Words, Tangram, Numbers,
Coding Awbie, Coding Jam, Coding Duo, Monster with Creative
Board, and Pizza Co.; and downloads of Masterpiece and Newton.
Allow extra delivery time. N
Z51471B501 — $999.95

Code & Go™ Robot Mouse Classroom Set

Comes with everything students need to help them master hands-on coding skills. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
EL16381B501 — $199.95
Code & Go™ Mouse Mania Board Game. Inspired by Code & Go™ Robot
Robot Mouse Set. 16 pieces to create a 20"W x 20"H maze board.
Mouse. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
EL13708B501 — $58.95
EL16382B501 — $19.95
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Nasco Coding Game Set

Teach your students the basics of coding concepts and programming.
TB27679B501 — $124.95
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.
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Z52178B501

Learn to Code Education Curriculum with Dash™ and Dot™

Bring coding and programming into the classroom with engaging
Dash™ and Dot™ coding robots, curriculum, and accessories.
Multiple built-in motors, sensors, LEDs, and audio capabilities allow
robots to interact with students, the environment, and each other.
Six different apps introduce students to programming. More coding
elements are added as students gain more experience and familiarity.
Bluetooth® offers fast, easy connections to Apple® iOS, Android™,
and Kindle®. Standards-based lessons encourage active learning
through creative problem-solving tasks that have real-world applications.
For those with classrooms containing a mix of abilities, consider the
K-8 Classroom Pack, which also includes Cue™, a robot designed for
more advanced students ready to transition from block-based coding
to state-machine and text-based programming. Allow extra delivery
time. N • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.

They’re robot blocks
Cubelets® are the only toy that uses Tactile Coding to
help builders of nearly any age explore robotics, coding,
and more. Uniquely designed, they are little bundles of
software inside little bundles of hardware. As you build
a robot, you learn to build a program. It’s a fun and
fascinating way to introduce big ideas through play.

Dash™ Robot 6-Pack. Includes 6 Dash™ robots with charging cables
and 12 building brick connectors. • CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.
EL16558B501 — $875.00

Cubelets®

Introduce students to robotics, coding, and design
thinking as they create simple, mobile, and reactive
robots by combining sense, action, and think blocks.
Cubelets® Mini Makers Pack. 52 cubes (plus 2 Bluetooth®
Hats), 24 brick adapters, 5-port charger, 5 charging cables,
and 1 storage tub. For 6 groups.
SB52239B501 — $1,500.00
Cubelets® Brilliant Builder Pack. 19 Cubelets®, Bluetooth®
Hat, 4 brick adapters, charging cable, and storage tub.
SB53142B501 — $499.95
Cubelets® Curiosity Set. 10 Cubelets® (including Bluetooth®
Hat), 2 brick adapters, and charging cable.
SB53140B501 — $249.95
Cubelets® Discovery Set. 5 Cubelets®, Bluetooth® Hat, 2 brick
adapters, and charging cable.
SB53144B501 — $139.95
Cubelets® Activity Cards. Challenge printed on one side and
helpful hints and tips on the other. 21 challenges. For groups
of 2 or 3 students.
SB53141B501 — $14.95
Classroom Bundles. Includes Lessons & Resources book
with standards-aligned lessons, best practices, classroom
management tips, and blackline masters. Also includes
Cubelets® activity card set, 6 flashlights with 3 “AAA”
batteries, sheet of Cubelets® magnets, and 18" x 24" poster.
SB53303B501 Gr. PreK-K
SB53304B501 Gr. 1-3
Each — $149.00
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Wonder Workshop Dash™ & Dot™ Coach Packs

Gr. K–5 Everything you need to inspire coding and
robotics for a small group. Good choice for a inclass set-up, after-school or before-school club.
Pack includes: 1 Dash™ robot, 1 Dot™ robot,
launcher, 1 building brick connector set, 1 gripper
building kit, 1 spiral-bound curriculum guide, 1 set
of Learn-to-Code challenge cards, access to lesson
library, Class Connect educator license and
5 student licenses.
Z52178B501 1-Year Subscription — $469.00
Z52183B501 2-Year Subscription — $559.00
Z52188B501 3-Year Subscription — $649.00

Wonder Workshop K–5 Classroom Packs

SB53304B501

Wonder Workshop Dash™ Starter Packs

Gr. K–5 Introduce your students to coding and
robotics with 2 Dash™ robots and award-winning
curriculum. Also includes access to the new Dash’s
Neighborhood, an online companion for programming a virtual Dash™.
Pack includes: 2 Dash™ robots, 1 launcher,
1 accessories pack, 1 spiral-bound curriculum guide,
1 set of Learn-to-Code challenge cards, access to
lesson library . Class Connect educator license, and
35 student licenses.
Z52179B501 1-Year Subscription — $699.00
Z52184B501 2-Year Subscription — $999.00
Z52189B501 3-Year Subscription — $1,199.00

Gr. K–5 One kit, 6 Dash™ Robots, 1 Dot™ Robot, and enough
possibilities to keep your students busy for a whole year. Also
includes access to the new Dash’s Neighborhood which allows
students to program a virtual Dash™ and gives you options for
distance learning.
Pack includes: 6 Dash™ robots, 1 Dot™ robot, 2 launchers, 2
xylophones, 2 gripper building kits, 2 accessory packs (bulldozer
bar, bunny ears, bunny tail, and tow hook), 1 sketch kit, 1 spiralbound curriculum guide, 3 sets of Learn-to-Code challenge cards,
access to lesson library, Class Connect educator license and 35
student licenses.
Z52181B501 1-Year Subscription — $1,699.00
Z52186B501 2-Year Subscription — $1,999.00
Z52191B501 3-Year Subscription — $2,199.00
• See page 3 for complete Choking Hazard Label Information.

Wonder Workshop Dash™ STEAM Packs

Gr. K–5 Bring visual design and construction into
your STEAM program with coding and robotics.
Also includes access to the new Dash’s Neighborhood which allows students to program a virtual
Dash™ and gives you options for distance learning.
Pack includes: 4 Dash™ robots, 1 xylophone for
Dash™, 1 sketch kit, 1 spiral-bound curriculum
guide, 1 set of Learn-to-Code challenge cards,
access to lesson library, Class Connect educator
license and 35 student licenses.
Z52180B501 1-Year Subscription — $1,099.00
Z52185B501 2-Year Subscription — $1,399.00
Z52190B501 3-Year Subscription — $1,599.00

Wonder Workshop K–5 Tech Center Packs

Gr. K–5 This is the best Dot™ and Dash™ value available. With 500 student
licenses, you can outfit your media lab, makerspace or makercart for the whole
school. Includes absolutely everything your K–5 learners need for the beginning of
their journey into coding and programming. Packs also include access to the new
Dash’s Neighborhood which allows students to program a virtual Dash™ and
gives you options for distance learning.
Pack includes: 12 Dash™ robots, 1 Dot™ robot, 2 launchers for Dash™, 2
xylophones, 2 gripper building kits, 2 accessory packs (bulldozer bar, bunny ears,
bunny tail, and tow hook), 2 sketch kit, 1 spiral-bound curriculum guide, 6 Learnto-Code challenge cards, access to lesson library, Class Connect educator license
and 500 student licenses.
Z52182B501 1-Year Subscription — $4,999.00
Z52187B501 2-Year Subscription — $6,499.00
Z52192B501 3-Year Subscription — $7,999.00
NascoEducation.com
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Basic
Streaming Bundle

Online Teaching Tool Bundles
Make remote learning even better for your students by creating a more engaging and “real” online environment.
Easy to set up, these remote teaching essentials can help turn your extra bedroom, kitchen island or family room
sofa into a top-notch teaching studio.
Basic Streaming Bundle includes a Green Screen
to give you the options for creative backgrounds and
projections, a diffusing Light to enhance your look, and
a Stream Deck that allows you to integrate other media
into your presentation.
NA10468B501 — $390.00

Intermediate Streaming Bundle

This bundle includes everything in the Basic one, plus a
Cam Link 4K which allows you to connect your DSLR,
camcorder, or action cam to your PC or Mac, so you can
use it as a webcam in your favorite apps. Also, MultiMount Rigging helps you position your camera, light or
phone at any angle so students can see what your hands
are doing on a tabletop as you teach.
NA10469B501 — $575.00

Advanced Streaming Bundle

For the greatest power and flexibility, the Advanced
Bundle swaps out the Stream Deck Mini for the more
powerful Stream Deck ... giving you 15 programmable
LCD keys instead of 6 so you can switch scenes, launch
media, tweet your feats, and add GIFs, videos, audio,
and so much more.
NA10470B501 — $625.00

